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Great Books is inspired by a curriculum and a book list, as well as a method of education. Mortimer

Adler lists three criteria for including a book on the list:1. the book has contemporary significance;

that is, it has relevance to the problems and issues of our times;2. the book is inexhaustible; it can

be read again and again with benefit;3. the book is relevant to a large number of the great ideas and

great issues that have occupied the minds of thinking individuals for the last 25 centuries.This Great

Book Collection has active table of contents to make it easy to navigate. Authors and works

include:Albert Einstein Relativity - The Special and General Theory Sidelights on RelativityAlbert

Schopenhauer The Essays of Arthur Schopenhauer; Studies in PessimismCarl von Clausewitz On

War, Volume 1Charles Darwin Autobiography of Charles Darwin On the Origin of Species The

Descent of ManFranz Kafka The TrialGeorge Eliot Adam Bede MiddlemarchHenry David Thoreau

On the Duty of Civil Disobedience WaldenHenry James The Ambassadors The AmericanHonore de

Balzac Eugenie GrandetJames Joyce A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man Dubliners

UlyssesJohn Dewey Democracy and EducationKarl Marx and Friedrich Engels The Communist

ManifestoLeo Tolstoy Anna Karenina War and PeaceNathaniel Hawthorne The Scarlet LetterPlato

Alcibiades I Apology Charmides Cratylus Critias Crito Euthydemus Euthyphro Gorgios Ion Laches

Lesser Hippias Lysis Menexenus Meno Meno 2 Parmenides Phaedo Philebus Protagoras Sophist

Statesman Symposium The Republic Theaetetus TimaeusRalph Waldo Emerson Essays

Representative MenSigmund Freud Dream PsychologyThucydides History of the Peloponnesian
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The Great Books entire collection is one of the greatest resources anyone can own. I have the

Great Books in hard copy and continually refer back to them using the syntopicon. To be able to

easily find what each great author writes about a tremendous amount of varied subjects is

invaluable in continuing the Great Conversation. The entire selection, including the introduction and

syntopicon, should be available with an easy way to navigate the syntopicon as well as each great

book. Until then, this is certainly better than nothing but in my opionion can only be of best use as

an adjunct to the hard copy. And, of course, this is only a selection of the Great Books.

Here is the basic problem.  knows how to make a very good electronic reader, but they don't know

how to assemble the programming talent and expend the time and thought and money to format

collections and books in a manner that most readers would be accustomed to by default if they had

a real book in their hands. Or maybe they just left it up to publishers of e-books to slap together stuff

for the kindle.For shame. Its a great way to read. If only they spent adequate resources on the

books they sell supposedly formatted for the kindle or set some standards for those do.This is not

true for all kindle books. But you don't know which is which till you purchase. And few are up to

standards.So you as the kindle user must make do and develop workarounds to the lack of good

and easy organization which would allow access to where you want to go in the book. Like adding a

book mark or highlight so you can get back to a chapter you want to reread without wearing out the

forward key. Or since no table of contents shows on a Go To going to the Cover of a book rather

than the Beginning to find a rudimentary table of pointers to the books in a collection.If I had the

money to burn I would see if the Nook world was any better. I will let others comment on the actual

books included in Volume 1 or 2.

A great series... huge.

Poorly organized set. The contents are very difficult to navigateBecause there is no table of

contents, among other things.



The biggest scam here at . No table of contents...impossible to navigate through the book .

Essentially useless don't buy it!

It is a nice library of books you probably read once. I am enjoying the re-reads. It is not real easy to

flip around among to books or find particular passages in one but I am enjoying the challenge of

reading some for the first time and others that i haven't touched since my youth.

I ordered these in early May, but in spite of multiple attempts, they have not landed on my Kindle

yet. I suppose that since it's only been three weeks since the purchace date, it must take longer for

all these books to fly through cyber-space. I'll keep looking and if they ever arrive, I might then be

able to expand my review.

good literature is a mainstay of our society and it shows in this collection, great collections

Nate the Great Collected Stories: Volume 1: Nate the Great; Nate the Great Goes Undercover; Nate

the Great and the Halloween Hunt; Nate the Great and the Monster Mess READING ORDER: TAMI

HOAG: BOOKS LIST OF THE BITTER SEASON, KOVAC/LISKA BOOKS, HENNESSY BOOKS,

QUAID HORSES, DOUCET BOOKS, DEER LAKE BOOKS, ELENA ESTES BOOKS, OAK KNOLL

BOOKS BY TAMI HOAG I Love to Tell the Truth ( chinese kids books, mandarin childrens books):

mandarin kids books, kids books in chinese, chinese children's books (Chinese Bedtime Collection)

(Chinese Edition) I Love My Dad (japanese kids books, japanese children books): kids books in

japanese, japanese baby books, children japanese books (Japanese Bedtime Collection) (Japanese

Edition) I Love to Brush My Teeth (english korean books,korean childrens books ): korean bilingual

books , korean kids books,bilingual korean books (English Korean Bilingual Collection) (Korean

Edition) The Books Of Enoch: Complete Collection: A Complete Collection Of Three Translations Of

1 Enoch, A Fragment Of The Book Of Noah & 2 Enoch: The Secrets ... Jubilees, And Jasher

Collection) (Volume 1) Books For Kids: Natalia and the Pink Ballet Shoes (KIDS FANTASY BOOKS

#3) (Kids Books, Children's Books, Kids Stories, Kids Fantasy Books, Kids Mystery ... Series Books

For Kids Ages 4-6 6-8, 9-12) I Love to Share (English Chinese kids, Chinese children's books):

Mandarin kids books, Chinese bilingual books, Chinese baby books (English Chinese Bilingual

Collection) (Chinese Edition) Chinese Bilingual Books: I Love to Brush My Teeth (chinese kids

books, chinese children's books): English Chinese Children books (Chinese Bilingual Collection)
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(Chinese Edition) I Love My Mom (English Korean, korean childrens books): korean kids

books,bilingual korean books, children ESL books (English Korean Bilingual Collection) (Korean

Edition) I Love My Dad (English Korean Bilingual books, korean kids books): korean childrens

books, english korean books for kids (English Korean Bilingual Collection) (Korean Edition) I Love

My Dad (Russian kids books, English Russian book): Russian childrens books, bilingual russian

books, russian books for kids (English Russian Bilingual Collection) (Russian Edition) I Love My

Mom (English Russian Bilingual books, russian childrens books): russian kids books, english

russian children's books (English Russian Bilingual Collection) (Russian Edition) I Love to Eat Fruits

and Vegetables (english russian children's books, bilingual russian books): russian bilingual books,

russian kids books, russian ... Bilingual Collection) (Russian Edition) I Love to Brush My Teeth

(Ukrainian childrens books, Ukrainian books for kids): Ukrainian books for children, ukrainian books

(Ukrainian Bedtime Collection) (Ukrainian Edition) Great Writing 1: Great Sentences for Great

Paragraphs (Great Writing, New Edition) Dubliners - Selected Stories (Classic Books on CD

Collection) (Classic Books on Cds Collection) Books for Kids: Lily the Little Mermaid (Mermaid

Books for Kids, Children's Books, Kids Books, Bedtime Stories For Kids) (The Mermaid Stories:

Kids Fantasy Books Book 2) The Secret of the Ballet Book: (Kids Fantasy Books, Ballerina Fiction)

(Kids Mystery, Girls Books Ages 9-12, Ballet Stories, Dance Books, Kids Books, Kids Fantasy

Books Ages 9-12) Princess Kate Meditates (Children's Book about Mindfulness Meditation for Kids,

Preschool Books, Kids Books, Kindergarten Books, Kids Book, Ages 2-8, ... Stories / Picture Books

/ Kids Books) 
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